Retire You Legacy Applications Intelligently

Retiring aging applications is a proven way to save on the cost of annual software upgrades, personnel, ongoing maintenance, and new hardware purchases, to keep information that is rarely if ever accessed just in case it's needed due to compliance or eDiscovery requirements.

However, application retirement is time consuming, costly, and risky if not handled properly.

Archive2Azure for Legacy Applications can archive and manage your structured and unstructured legacy data in a low cost, secure, and completely searchable platform.

Cost Savings
- Retire legacy applications while maintaining compliance
- Data stored in your low cost Azure Cloud
- Consolidate data from numerous legacy applications

Information Management
- Configurable retention disposition policies
- Powerful audit and reports
- One data repository to manage
- A.I. assisted categorization

Human Viewable Review
- All structured and unstructured data is rendered in a human viewable format
- Reduces time, cost, and complexity of eDiscovery

Archive2Azure for Legacy Applications enables you to:
- Retire costly legacy applications
- Ensure data is kept for the required time periods without keeping costly applications available
- Speed regulatory and eDiscovery response
- Indexed all data for quick search
- Pay for just what you use with usage-based pricing
- Store files in their native format

Image: Archive2Azure enables organizations to Onboard, Validate, and Manage all structured and unstructured data for comprehensive and low cost information management

About Archive360
Archive360 is the world’s leading provider of archiving and information management solutions for the Microsoft cloud. Since 2012, Archive360 has securely migrated data into the Microsoft cloud with record-breaking speed, verifiable data fidelity and legally defensible chain of custody. To learn more, please visit: www.archive360.com.